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ABSTRACT
In wireless sensor networks, a serial processing algorithm browses nodes one by one and can perform different tasks such as: creating a schedule among nodes, querying or gathering data from nodes, supplying nodes with data, etc. Apart from the fact that serial algorithms totally avoid collisions, numerous recent works have confirmed that these algorithms reduce communications and considerably save energy and time in large-dense networks. Yet, due to the path construction complexity, the proposed algorithms are not optimal and their performances can be further enhanced. To do so, in the present paper, we propose a new serial processing algorithm that, in most of the cases, approximates the optimal number of hops (i.e., it requires n – 1 communications to traverse a network of n nodes). The extensive OMNeT++ simulations confirm the outperformance and efficiency of the proposal in terms of scalability and energy/time consumption.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Usually in wireless sensor networks, the mission of the randomly deployed sensor nodes is to respond as quickly and efficiently as possible to the queries of the sink node (e.g., maximum sensed value, alive nodes count, etc.). To meet this goal and ensure communication efficiency, numerous recent research works have proposed a more effective alternative to the in-network structure-based approaches [5, 8, 15], namely the serial localized algorithms [3, 9, 11, 13, 14].

The three main features that differentiate serial algorithms from their structure-based counterparts are:

• Compact operation: in fact, one of the main reasons behind the bad performance of structure-based approaches is their mode of operation. Actually, these approaches operate in three separate phases: structure construction, query dissemination, and data processing. For example, at first, a spanning tree must be created. Once the whole network is covered, a query can be spread throughout the tree ordering nodes to perform a certain processing on data. After query dissemination, data processing starts from leaf nodes and goes up towards the root/sink. Performing three phases separately not only increases energy consumption but also delays the response time. With regard to serial algorithms, energy and time are considerably saved through the combination of the three previous phases into one step. While the path is being gradually laid out throughout the network, at the same time, the query is disseminated and data is processed.

• Collision-free: in serial algorithms, the desired task is executed sequentially by each node while the network is gradually traversed. Hence, serial algorithms are inherently collision-free and no elaborated MAC layer is needed in these algorithms. As regards tree-based approaches, the network in this case is traversed in a parallel fashion. So, from a theoretical point of view, we can say that this feature would give an advantage to tree-based approaches and enhances their response time. In reality however, as many recent works have shown [3, 11], the parallel traversal creates a lot of collisions, which considerably wastes time and dissipates energy especially in large-dense networks. In fact, even the tree construction process is deeply affected by collisions.

• Structure-free: unlike structure-based approaches, serial algorithms do not rely on any pre-established structure (no path is built in advance). Instead, each time a query is issued, a new path will be gradually built by each traversed node. This characteristic makes serial algorithms more resistible to topology changes and links/nodes failures. On the contrary, the main concern in structure-based approaches is topology changes because rebuilding or fixing a structure that covers a large dense network, is a very time and energy-consuming task.

1.1 Motivation
The major challenge faced when designing a serial algorithm is ensuring the traversal of the entire network while reducing time and
energy consumption. Recently, several localized serial algorithms have been proposed in the literature [3, 11, 13]. Despite their interesting features and outperformance compared to structure-based approaches, these serial algorithms require an extra overhead to construct the path. So, our primary objective is to develop a scalable serial algorithm that shortens the traversal path and reduces communications to the maximum extent possible. We aim the optimal number of communications (i.e., \( n - 1 \) packets to traverse a network of \( n \) nodes). No extra overhead or control packets must be required. Second, the proposed algorithm has to be able to traverse any connected network and ensure the visit of all nodes regardless of the topology (hole topology, regular or irregular topology, sparse or large-scale topology, etc.).

1.2 Contribution
We present in this paper a new serial processing algorithm, called GSS (for Geometric Serial Search). In this algorithm, no control packets are required, in fact, just one data packet that can be issued by any node, moves from node to node and traverses the entire network. As confirmed by the obtained OMNeT++ simulation results, in most of the cases, GSS approximates the optimal traversal path, which means that GSS scales well in large networks and significantly saves energy and time. For example, for a network of 500 nodes, GSS requires approximately 510 packets to visit each and every node. As the present paper shows, we have also compared GSS with other existing approaches. The obtained results confirm the efficiency and superiority of our proposal.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we specify the problem. Section 3 details the proposed solution. Section 4 presents and discusses the simulation results. Finally, the paper is concluded by Section 5.

2 PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
We consider a finite set of \( n \) stationary wireless sensor nodes, and we make the following assumptions. We suppose that the network is connected. Further, we assume that all nodes are aware of their locations through GPS or any other localization technique [4]. Finally, each node is aware of its one-hop neighbors and their corresponding locations.

Our objective is to start from any node and be able to traverse the entire network using one single packet. This latter must jump sequentially from node to node and browse the network while reducing communications to the extent possible. That is, minimizing or avoiding the visit of any node more than once. Also, in order to reduce communications, the next hop of the packet must be determined locally by each traversed node using only its local pre-collected one-hop neighbors table (no extra communications or collaboration between nodes should be required). In simple words, the problem that we are trying to solve can be boiled down to a distributed graph traversal. We recall that perfectly, a network containing such optimal Hamiltonian path [14], and even if it does, determining that path constitutes an NP-complete problem [6].

3 PROPOSED SOLUTION
This section describes the proposed algorithm and details its behavior through illustrative examples.

3.1 Traversal tool
The whole operation of our proposal is based on a geometric form called rolling-ball (or rolling-disc) [10]. To summarize, a rolling-ball is a virtual circle that is hinged at a node and must be empty of any other node. Figure 1 shows a rolling-ball hinged at node \( N_1 \) with \( c_1 \in \mathbb{R}^2 \) as its center and \( r_2 \) as its radius (where \( r \) is the communication range of nodes [2]).

Originally the rolling-ball has been used as a solution for the void problem encountered in geographic routing [10]. For instance, as demonstrated in Figure 1, in order to reach the destination \( N_d \), node \( N_1 \) which is a local minimum creates a rolling-ball and spins it counterclockwise. The first touched neighbor, i.e., node \( N_2 \), in its turn, spins the received rolling-ball and determines the next hop. The process is repeated at each visited node until the greedy routing is resumed or until the whole boundary is traversed.

In this paper we make use of the rolling-ball as a network traversal tool. The reason behind this option resides in the fact that the rolling-ball is localized and other than the one-hop neighbors table of its owner, it does not require any other information to move to the next node. The second reason behind this choice is to guarantee the visit of all nodes in the network.

3.2 Initialization of the algorithm
In our algorithm, the node that launches the serial processing, which we refer to as the trigger node, can be any node in the network. Saying that the trigger node can be anywhere and knowing that the rolling-ball must be all the time empty of nodes, signifies that two cases are possible: the trigger node can be external or internal. The definition of external and internal nodes is given as follows:

**Definition 3.1. External and internal Node**
Given a set of wireless nodes with a communication range \( r \), a node \( N_i \) is said to be external (resp. internal), iff at least one rolling-ball (resp. no rolling-ball) with radius \( r/2 \) can be hinged at this node.
Definition 3.1 simply means that an internal node cannot hold a rolling-ball while an external one can. Therefore, as Algorithm 1 shows, an external trigger node is considered as the starting point of the traversal, whereas an internal one is not. Actually, in the case of an internal trigger node, a starting point must be determined. In order to efficiently find a starting point (i.e., a random external node in the network), several techniques can be utilized. The goal is to find an external node as quickly as possible, because minimizing communications reduces the overall required time and energy.

Algorithm 1 Initialization

1: if (current_node.isExternal()) then
2:     call Algorithm 2;
3: else
4:     // current_node is internal
5:     Calculate boundary_point coordinates;
6:     Find nearest neighbor to boundary_point;
7:     Send init_packet to this neighbor;
8:     Upon receiving init_packet: current_node calls Algorithm 1;
9: end if

The technique used to find an external node may differ according to the considered scenario. To illustrate this, let us assume that the field in which nodes are deployed is a rectangle. And let us assume that this rectangle is defined by two points: left-down and right-top corners. In this situation, the best way to find an external node is to aim the external boundary of the network. To do so, as Figure 2 shows, the internal trigger node calculates its perpendicular projection on each side of the rectangle. Once calculated, the internal trigger node picks the closest perpendicular projection and determines the nearest neighbor to this point. Finally, as shown in Algorithm 1, an initialization packet has to be sent to this neighbor. Upon receiving the initialization packet, the destination node resumes the execution of Algorithm 1 (i.e., it checks if it is external or internal, and acts accordingly).

Note that the initialization packet does not have always to go all the way to the external boundary of the network. For example, if a hole is encountered halfway (i.e., an external node has been found), this condition is sufficient to stop the execution of Algorithm 1.

3.3 Algorithm’s key idea

The idea of our traversal algorithm is to launch a rolling-ball (processing packet) and let it visit the network node by node (Figure 3). In order for this technique to work, initially, all nodes must be unmarked and each time a node is traversed, it has to be marked. In addition to that, in order to correctly determine the next hop, each node must keep track of its unmarked neighbors. In fact, thanks to the broadcast communication model used in wireless networks, this process does not require any additional communications or overhead other than the processing packet. Because, when a node forwards the processing packet to the next hop, all its neighbors can receive it and hence can update their neighbors table (locally mark the source of the received packet).

The technique used to find an external node may differ according to the considered scenario. To illustrate this, let us assume that the field in which nodes are deployed is a rectangle. And let us assume that this rectangle is defined by two points: left-down and right-top corners. In this situation, the best way to find an external node is to aim the external boundary of the network. To do so, as Figure 2 shows, the internal trigger node calculates its perpendicular projection on each side of the rectangle. Once calculated, the internal trigger node picks the closest perpendicular projection and determines the nearest neighbor to this point. Finally, as shown in Algorithm 1, an initialization packet has to be sent to this neighbor. Upon receiving the initialization packet, the destination node resumes the execution of Algorithm 1 (i.e., it checks if it is external or internal, and acts accordingly).

3.4 Connectivity issue

The main issue faced by our distributed algorithm is ensuring the connectivity of the unmarked nodes while saving energy and time. In general, the problem arises in the case where a node that is essential for the unmarked nodes connectivity, marks itself. For example, as Figure 4 shows, if node 7 and the subsequent nodes in the path mark themselves, data processing will end at node 15, while nodes 16, 17 and 18 have not been visited yet. We underline that processing termination is detected at a node when the neighbors of this latter have all been marked.

To solve the connectivity problem, we have introduced two new states for nodes. Thus, each node will have four possible states: unmarked, potential-cut, actual-cut, and marked. The unmarked, potential-cut, and actual-cut nodes are considered as alive, while the marked ones are seen as dead (they do not participate in the traversal process).

To keep things clear, we are going to start by introducing the concept of actual-cut nodes. As we go along, we will explain why the concept of potential-cut nodes has been introduced.

Definition 3.2. Actual-cut node

An actual-cut node in a connected network is a node whose removal (marking) disconnects the set of alive nodes into two or more sub-sets.
The goal behind determining the actual-cuts is to avoid network partitioning and hence ensuring the traversal of all nodes. For example, in Figure 4, node $N_6$ and the subsequent nodes in the path (except node $N_{15}$) are all actual-cuts and must remain involved in the traversal process. Once an actual-cut is no longer needed (to ensure the connectivity), it passes to the marked state.

In fact, having a network topology overview, it is easy to correctly determine the actual-cuts. For example, as Figure 5 shows, having an overview, it is easy to say that node $N_{11}$ is an actual-cut while $N_0$ is not. As a matter of fact, being able to correctly determine the actual-cuts, the steps described above are sufficient to traverse any connected network while considerably saving both time and energy. Nevertheless, the assumption of having a network topology overview, holds only in two cases: (1) the algorithm is executed by nodes that have each a global knowledge about the network topology or (2) the algorithm is executed in a centralized fashion by one entity possessing a global knowledge. Despite their advantages or disadvantages, these two cases are out of scope of this paper. In the remainder, we treat only the distributed version of the algorithm in which each node must rely only on its immediate one-hop neighbors. For instance, as shown in Figure 5, all that node $N_0$ and node $N_{11}$ are aware of, is that they have two neighbors that cannot communicate with each other without their help. That is to say, both nodes see the same thing.

With that being said, we conclude that a node cannot locally determine if it is an actual-cut. In other words, Definition 3.2 cannot be fulfilled locally and necessitates communications and collaboration between nodes. A first intuitive solution for determining the actual-cuts consists of using probing (or control) packets. Before explaining this solution, let us first define what is a potential-cut.

**Definition 3.3. Potential-cut node**

A potential-cut node in a connected network is a node whose removal (marking) disconnects the set of its one-hop alive neighbors into two or more sub-sets.

For example, in Figure 5, nodes $N_0$ and $N_{11}$ are potential-cuts while node $N_6$ is not (i.e., it can be marked). We underline that an actual-cut is necessarily a potential-cut but the opposite is not true.

For a potential-cut to determine if it is an actual-cut, this node can issue a rolling-ball probing packet that due to its nature will make a tour and come back to it. When the probing packet gets back to its sender, this latter based on which side the packet has come back from, can properly decide if it is an actual-cut. As a simple illustrative example, let us consider Figure 5. In order for node $N_0$ and node $N_{11}$ to decide if they are actual-cuts, these two nodes send a probing packet and wait to receive it back. Once this is done, $N_{11}$ concludes that it is an actual-cut because the probing packet got back from the same side (there is no other path connecting its neighbors). Whereas, $N_0$ concludes that there is another path connecting its neighbors and hence it can mark itself and pass the processing packet to the next hop.

Without entering into details, we can say that from one side, the solution of probing packets solves the connectivity problem but from the other side, it violates the localized design of our distributed algorithm and forces it to spend an extra overhead (i.e., extra time and energy). We recall that our objective is to propose a distributed algorithm that excludes any use of control packets and relies only on the processing packet and the local one-hop neighbors table of each node.

The solution that we propose to determine the actual-cuts makes use of the processing packet itself. This latter besides its ordinary role, plays the role of a probing packet, which considerably reduces communications and saves both energy and time. The solution can be explained briefly as follows. If a node detects (locally) that it is a potential-cut then instead of issuing a probing packet, this node changes its status to potential-cut and forwards the processing packet. Given its nature, the processing packet will certainly get back to its sender. Once revisited, the node decides whether (1) it becomes actual-cut, (2) remains as a potential-cut, or (3) marks itself (no longer needed for the traversal). Our serial processing technique is summarized in Algorithm 2, which can be divided into three big steps:

1. **Processing packet received for the first time:** (statements 3 to 9). When a node receives the processing packet for the
Algorithm 2 Serial data processing

1: The starting point (which must be an external node):
   change its state to potential-cut or marked;
   forwardProcessingPacket();
2: Upon receiving the processing packet, the destination node executes the following steps:
3: if (current_node.state == unmarked) then
4:   // Processing packet received for the first time.
5:   process_data();
6:   change_state(); // to potential-cut, actual-cut or marked.
7:   forwardProcessingPacket();
8:   return;
9: end if;
10: if current_node.state == marked then
11:   // Processing packet has already been received.
12:   current_node.state = actual_cut;
13:   forwardProcessingPacket();
14: return;
15: end if;
16: current_node.state = potential_cut;
17: forwardProcessingPacket();
18: cut link with previous_hop;
19: change state to marked or potential-cut;
20: sendCycleBreakPacket(previous_hop);
21: return;
22: end if;
23: end if;
24:}
25:}
26:}

first time, it executes the required task (query), changes its state to potential-cut, actual-cut or marked, and finally forwards the processing packet to the next hop. We mention that a node can become actual-cut if it is potential-cut just to ensure the connectivity of other actual-cuts. In other terms, a potential-cut can become actual-cut, if without considering its actual-cut neighbors, it is not a potential-cut.

(2) **Processing packet has already been received and node is no longer a potential-cut:** (statements 12 to 15). Being no longer a potential-cut means also that the node cannot be either an actual-cut. In such a case, the current node marks itself and forwards the processing packet to the next hop. We underline that isPotentialCut() method applies Definition 3.3.

(3) **Processing packet has already been received and node is still potential-cut:** (statements 16 to 23). Being a potential-cut according to isPotentialCut() method, means that the current node can be also an actual-cut. In this situation, the node refers to its local stored state and executes the corresponding code. The steps executed by potential-cuts and the ones executed by actual-cuts are described respectively in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.

As mentioned earlier, when a potential-cut receives the processing packet back, it can decide to whether become actual-cut, remain potential-cut or mark itself. In fact, a potential-cut determines its next state according to two factors: the state of its immediate neighbors, and the side (set) from which the processing packet has come back. The code executed by a potential-cut (Algorithm 3) can be divided into three main steps:

1. **Current node can become actual-cut:** (statements 1 to 5). As mentioned earlier, a node can become actual-cut if it is potential-cut only to ensure the connectivity of other actual-cuts. In other words, a potential-cut can become actual-cut, if without considering its actual-cut neighbors, it is not a potential-cut.

2. **Current node cannot become actual-cut and previous-hop is a marked node:** (statements 7 to 13). To determine its state, besides the state of the previous-hop, in this case, the current node relies also on which set the processing packet has come back from. If the processing packet came back from the same set it was sent to, and this set still contain alive neighbors, then the current node is ensuring the connectivity of this set. So, it changes its state to actual-cut (statement 10) and forwards the processing packet (statement 26). The opposite case means that, (1) the processing

Algorithm 3 Code executed by potential-cuts

1: if (current_node.canBecomeActualCut()) then
2:   current_node.state = actual_cut;
3:   forwardProcessingPacket();
4:   return;
5: end if
6: switch (previous_hop.state){
7:   case marked:
8:     if (processing_pkt came back from the same set
9:       and this set still contain alive nodes){
10:        current_node.state = actual_cut;
11:     } break;
12:   case potential_cut:
13:     if (processing_pkt came back from the same set){
14:        current_node.state = actual_cut;
15:     }
16:     else{
17:        Cut link with previous_hop;
18:        Change state to marked or potential-cut;
19:        sendCycleBreakPacket(previous_hop);
20:        return;
21:     }
22:   }
23: }
24: }
25: }
26: forwardProcessingPacket();
packet came back from the same set, but this set does not contain any alive neighbors, or (2) processing packet came back from a different set. In both cases, the current node remains as a potential-cut and forwards the processing packet to the next hop (statement 26).

(3) Current node cannot become actual-cut and previous-hop is a potential-cut: (statements 14 to 24). Here also, to determine its state, besides the state of the previous-hop, the current node relies also on which set the processing packet has come back from. Actually, if the processing packet came back from the same set (to which it was sent), then there is no need to check if this set still contain alive neighbors because the previous-hop is alive. In such a case, the current node changes its state to actual-cut (statement 16) and forwards the processing packet (statement 26). The opposite case (i.e., the processing packet came back from a different set) means that there is a cycle that must be broken.

To well illustrate the cycle break process, let us consider the example depicted in Figure 6(a). In this example, node \( N_0 \) which is the trigger node changes its state to potential-cut and forwards the processing packet. This latter makes a tour and comes back to \( N_0 \) from \( N_7 \) which is also a potential-cut. In this case, to break the cycle, as Figure 6(b) shows, node \( N_0 \) executes the following steps:

- It cuts its link with node \( N_7 \)
- After cutting the link with the previous-hop, \( N_0 \) cannot be marked, so it remains as a potential-cut.
- The last step consists of sending a cycle break packet to the previous-hop. This packet, as Figure 6(b) shows, orders the previous-hop and other nodes to cut the proper links. Once the cycle has been broken, the previous-hop, i.e., node \( N_7 \) continues the traversal by forwarding the processing packet.

In summary, the Peeling Algorithm uses a curved-stick [12] as a network traversal tool and must start from the external boundary of the network. The term peeling came from the fact that each time, the visited node is removed from the external boundary. As an actual-cut and the current node cannot become actual-cut, the execution of Algorithm 3 will jump to statement 26 (i.e., current node remains potential-cut and forwards the processing packet).

The fact that a node is an actual-cut does not mean that it will remain in this state. Similarly as a potential-cut, when an actual-cut receives the processing packet back, it decides to whether remain actual-cut, become again a potential-cut or mark itself. The next state of an actual-cut is determined by the state of its immediate neighbors and the set from which the processing packet has come back. The steps followed by an actual-cut when it receives back the processing packet, are summarized in Algorithm 4.

![Figure 6: Example of cycle break.](image)

### Algorithm 4 Code executed by actual-cuts

```plaintext
1. switch (previous_hop.state)
2.     case marked:
3.         if (set for which current_node is actual-cut contains no alive nodes)
4.             current_node.state = potential_cut;
5.         break;
6.     }
7.     }
8.     case potential_cut:
9.         if (processing_packet came back from a different set than the one it was sent to)
10.            Cut link with previous_hop;
11.            Change state to marked or potential-cut;
12.            sendCycleBreakPacket(previous_hop);
13.            return;
14.     }
15.     case actual_cut:
16.         if (processing_packet came back from a different set than the one it was sent to)
17.             current_node.state = potential_cut;
18.             break;
19.     }
20.     forwardProcessingPacket();
```

### 4 SOLUTION EVALUATION

Given the fact that numerous research works have already shown the superiority of serial algorithms over structure-based ones [3, 11], in this paper, we consider only serial algorithms. More exactly, we chose to compare our solution with three other serial algorithms, namely: the Peeling Algorithm (PA) [11], the Greedy and Boundary Traversal algorithm (GBT) [3], and the well-known depth-first search algorithm (DFS).

In summary, the Peeling Algorithm uses a curved-stick [12] as a network traversal tool and must start from the external boundary of the network. The term peeling came from the fact that each time, the visited node is removed from the external boundary. As
regards GBT, this algorithm operates in two alternative distinct modes: greedy forwarding and boundary traversal. At first, the path is extented towards the unvisited nodes as long as possible, and when there is no more left unvisited neighbors, the boundary traversal will be launched. During boundary traversal, if a non-visited node is encountered, the greedy mode will be resumed. This way, GBT switches between the two modes until visiting all nodes. DFS extends the path as far as possible towards the unmarked nodes, and when it gets stuck at some node (all neighbors have been marked), it goes back to the parent of that node and so forth.

### 4.1 Evaluation metrics and simulation settings

To evaluate the performance of all four algorithms, we have opted for OMNeT++ along with Castalia [1]. The first considered evaluation metric is the total number of packets required to process data. In fact, given the serial nature of the evaluated algorithms, this metric is the most important because it affects the two other metrics, which are the time and energy necessary for data processing.

By processing time, we mean the time elapsed between the instant when the trigger node launches data processing and the moment when it receives the processed data. In the chosen simulation scenario, while being traversed one by one, nodes have been queried to compute the average sensed value in the network.

As regards processing energy, this metric represents the total energy dissipated by all nodes to process data. The energy consumed by the radio of each node has been estimated using the model proposed by Heinzelman [7]. In this well-known energy consumption model, in order to send a \( k \)-bit packet a distance \( d \), the radio consumes \( E_{TX}(k, d) = E_{elec} \ast k + \epsilon_{amp} \ast k \ast d^2 \), and it consumes \( E_{RX}(k) = E_{elec} \ast k \) to receive this packet. Where:

- \( E_{elec} = 50 \text{ pJ/bit}: \text{energy for running the transmitter/receiver circuitry} \)
- \( \epsilon_{amp} = 100 \text{ pJ/bit/m}^2: \text{energy for running the transmitter amplifier} \)

The parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 1.

### 4.2 Evaluation results

The number of packets spent by GSS (proposed algorithm), PA (Peeling Algorithm) [11], GBT (Greedy and Boundary Traversal) [3] and DFS (Depth-First Search) to process data are shown in Figure 7. This figure shows also the number of packets that an optimal algorithm (if it existed) would have spent. As a matter of fact, the number of packets used by both, the optimal theoretical algorithm and DFS, have been depicted to serve as a reference to measure the effectiveness of the evaluated serial algorithms in terms of communications. We recall that an optimal algorithm traverses a network of \( n \) connected nodes using \( n - 1 \) packets, whereas DFS, due to its backtracking behavior, requires \( 2 \ast (n - 1) \) packets.

As Figure 7 demonstrates, our proposal is clearly superior. Actually, GSS outperforms all the other algorithms and spends a number of packets that is very close to the optimal algorithm’s number. We can say that the denser the network, the better the performance of GSS will be. In low density networks, GSS is slightly different than the optimal algorithm because in such networks, cycles have a high occurrence probability. In such scenarios, due to the limited knowledge of nodes, the processing packet has to make a tour in order to be able to detect the existence of a cycle. In spite of that, the performance of GSS is not drastically affected as it is the case for PA and GBT. In fact, as demonstrated in Figure 7, in sparse networks, even DFS outperforms PA and GBT.

The good performance of GSS comes from the idea used to solve the connectivity issue and overcome the limited knowledge of nodes. This solution attributes a twofold role to the processing packet: at the same time it serves as a network traversal tool and as a probing packet.

The time and energy consumed by the four algorithms to process data are depicted respectively in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Given its sequential behavior, the more a serial algorithm requires packets, the longer it will take to finish and the more energy it will consume. As Figure 8 and Figure 9 show, since GSS requires less communications, it outperforms the other algorithms it in terms of processing time and energy.

### 5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Lately, serial in-network processing has proven its efficiency in large-dense networks. However, due to the complexity of path building process, the proposed solutions are not optimal and require an extra overhead. To overcome this drawback, we have proposed in this paper a new scalable serial processing algorithm that reduces...
further the processing time and energy. The extensive simulations have demonstrated that the proposed solution approximates the optimal number of hops. The obtained results have confirmed also that the proposed algorithm traverses all nodes in the network and does not loop.

As a future work, we plan to formally prove the correction of the proposed algorithm. More specifically, prove that (1) it is free of looping, and (2) it visits all connected nodes. First, in order to prove that GSS terminates and does not loop indefinitely, we base on the fact that all cycles (which can be generated due to the use of potential and actual-cuts) are detected and properly removed. Second, in order to prove that GSS visits all nodes, we base on the fact that the network is initially connected and its connectivity is maintained throughout the traversal.
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